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PWI FURTHER EXPANDS INTO TEXAS BY SIGNING JAG AVIATION
PWI Signs JAG Aviation as Authorized Installation Center

June 7, 2019 Wichita, KS: PWI’s new partnership with JAG Aviation out of McGregor, Texas
increases the PWI LED product line reach further into the Texas market. PWI is looking forward to
this joint venture that will help accelerate growth in this area.
JAG Aviation is a Fixed Based Operator (FBO) that has been in business
over 18 years. They offer aircraft maintenance, avionics, and fuel for pilots
for privately owned piston and turbine aircraft. In addition customers may
take advantage of their Detailing, Storage, PSI Testing, Ground
Transportation, Office Rental and Catering Services. With such a wide
range of services, JAG Aviation is definitely a one stop shop for customers
with turbine and piston aircraft. They are an authorized dealer for
Garmin, Avidyne, Aspen Avionics, BendixKing, L3 Technologies as well as
other trusted industry leaders. As part of the new partnership, JAG Aviation
will now carry and install the entire line of PWI LED lighting products.
JAG Aviation is known for their expertise and quality work. All maintenance performed by JAG
Aviation is completed by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) licensed mechanics and repairmen.
JAG Aviation’s main goal is to put their customers first. They understand the importance of reducing
maintenance downtime for all their customers. "I enjoy meeting and working with Gary and his team
at JAG Aviation. They are highly knowledgeable, and they care about their work and it shows," said
Eric Dahlinger, PWI Outside Salesperson. PWI is excited to partner with a company that has such a
broad range of services and is focused on quality repairs as well as meeting the needs of their
customers.
Since being established, PWI has grown from coil winding to a diverse range of aircraft lighting
products and more. PWI manufactures several interior lights for Beechcraft King Air aircraft and has
in-house ability to design, engineer and manufacture all types of electrical assemblies, electronics
contract manufacturing, magnetometers and customized LED lighting solutions.
-more-

For additional information, please feel free to contact PWI at +1-316-942-2811 or contact our
Marketing Director, Kim Wilson, at kim@pwi-e.com. You can also visit our website at pwi-e.com.
URLs:
JAG Aviation Website – https://www.jagaviationinc.com/
JAG Aviation Phone - +1- 254-848-2345
LED King Air Upgrades - https://pwi-e.com/king-air-led-lights/
PWI Website – http://pwi-e.com/
PWI Phone – +1-316-942-2811 / Email – sales@pwi-e.com
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